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The Minnesota English Journal solicits manuscripts from teachers of English at all grade 
levels. Submissions may take the form of 

•"Best Brief Strategies" -- 50-200 word descriptions of successful teaching techniques 
• Original poetry or prose by Minnesota teachers and students 
• Articles discussing any aspect of teaching of or research in language arts 
• Reviews 
• News items of interest to teachers of English language arts 
• Graphics by Minnesota teachers and students 
• Letters to the editors 
• "To Air is Human" -- humorous or thought-provoking examples of misspellings or 

unexpected language use from student or teacher writing 
Manuscripts should be written in MLA style. In addition to a printed or typewritten copy, the 
editors greatly appreciate a copy of your article on a 3.5" diskette labeled with your name, 
article title, and software used. 

DEADLINE FOR THE SPRING ISSUE: 
January 15, 1997 

Please address all manuscripts for and comments on this Journal to 

John Banschbach and Gwen Griffin, MEJ 
MSU53 

PO Box 8400 
Mankato, MN 56002-8400 

Minnesota English Journal is the official publication of the Minnesota Council of Teachers of 
English, and is printed by Mankato State University Printing Services, Mankato, MN. 
Opinions of the writers are not necessarily those of either the Minnesota Council of Teachers 
of English or Mankato State University. 

Reproduction of the material in Minnesota English Journal is hereby authorized for 
non-commercial purposes, classroom use, or professional development, provided that each 
copy contains full acknowledgement of the source and that no charge is made beyond the cost 
of reprinting. 

Advertising Policy: The Minnesota English Journal accepts paid advertising of products or 
services that will be of value to MCTE members. A full-page, camera-ready, 
black-and-white display advertisement is only $50.00 per issue. The editors reserve the right 
to determine what is appropriate. 
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From the Editors 

"Of the blessings set before you make your choice, and be content. No man can taste the 
fruits of autumn, while he is delighting his scent with the flowers of the spring: no man 
can, at the same time, fill his cup from the source and from the mouth of the Nile." 

The Princess Nekayah, in 
Samuel Johnson's Histocy ofRasselas. Prince of Abyssinia 

In the long run, the Princess Nekayah is probably right. But if the Nile represents the 
range of topics and responsibilities in English language arts, English teachers, particularly 
in the schools, prove amazingly elastic, and fill their cups, almost daily, from the mouth 
of the Nile, from its source, and from every bend and eddy between. The selections in 
this issue of the Minnesota English Journal indicate only some of the blessings we may 
choose from as we go about our work. Elmer Suderman gives us a personal history of 
composition studies. Judith Landrum and Brian Nerney describe innovative approaches 
to teaching composition. Claire Bock cautions us about the biographical approach to 
Virginia Woolfs fiction. Dierdre Hagstrom and Cele Zawicky remind us of the great 
personal investment that many make in the language arts. Marlow Ediger and Deborah 
Wilson describe methods of helping children to read and to use reading for understanding 
society. And there are reviews of a Stephen Schwandt novel, a history of rhetoric, recent 
research about writing labs, and Tom Romano's new book on teaching writing. 

The essays in this issue have undergone a blind peer review process, and we would like to 
introduce our new board of reviewers: Carol Galbus, Winona State University; Roland 
Nord, Mankato State University; John Solting, Maple River High School; Scott Stankey, 
Anoka-Ramsey Community College; and Thomas Zelman, the College of St. Scholastica. 
We wish to thank them for supporting the work of the Minnesota Council of Teachers of 
English with their time and expertise. 

The previous issue of the Minnesota English Journal was delayed in publication due to a 
number of circumstances, some in our control and some not. For those circumstances we 
could have dealt with and did not, we apologize. We regret any inconvenience this delay 
may have caused you, and we deeply appreciate your understanding and continuing 
support. 

John Banschbach Gwen Griffin 
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